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“Ending homelessness is possible but it will not be achieved 
through charity, compassion or caring, or through sleep outs, 

shelters or soup. It will require, as Johnson (2019: 53) noted in relation 
to Australia, a disruption of  ‘our existing fetish with pathological policies 

and our refusal to reform our housing system.’”
https://library.oapen.org/viewer/web/viewer.html?file=/bitstream/handle/20.500.12657

/37224/9781447353546.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y

“…we need to rethink homelessness as a 
pattern of  residential instability and economic 

precariousness regularly experienced by 
marginal households, and that current 

responses to homelessness either maintain or 
exacerbate this instability and precariousness 

rather than arrest it.”

Crux of the Issue

https://library.oapen.org/viewer/web/viewer.html?file=/bitstream/handle/20.500.12657/37224/9781447353546.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://library.oapen.org/viewer/web/viewer.html?file=/bitstream/handle/20.500.12657/37224/9781447353546.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
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“…the homelessness sector inadvertently reinforces social 
exclusion…These practices emphasize personal responsibility and 

individualized responses that ultimately serve to exclude people in subtle 
and not-so-subtle ways.”

https://books.google.ca/books/about/A_Complex_Exile.html?id=zhEFEAAAQBAJ&s
ource=kp_book_description&redir_esc=y

“What happens when the only lens we have to 
look through to examine and react to 

marginalization – that of  individual deficiency 
– is unable to capture the social context within 

which pathology, criminalization, and social 
exclusion are situated?”

Crux of  the Issue

https://books.google.ca/books/about/A_Complex_Exile.html?id=zhEFEAAAQBAJ&source=kp_book_description&redir_esc=y
https://books.google.ca/books/about/A_Complex_Exile.html?id=zhEFEAAAQBAJ&source=kp_book_description&redir_esc=y
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Precarious Lives (2015 – 2016)
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Inequities
Purpose
Control
Self-efficacy
Self-esteem

Economic
Social

Identity

Tangible

Intangible

Thulien, N.S., Gastaldo, D., Hwang, S.W., & McCay, E. (2018). The elusive goal of social integration: A critical examination of the socio-economic and 
psychosocial consequences experienced by homeless young people who obtain housing. Canadian Journal of Public Health, 109, 89-98.

Thulien, N.S., Gastaldo, D., McCay, E., & Hwang, S.W. (2019). “I want to be able to show everyone that it is possible to go from being nothing in the world 
to being something”: Identity as a determinant of social integration. Children and Youth Services Review, 96, 118-126.

https://link.springer.com/article/10.17269/s41997-018-0029-6
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0190740918306236?casa_token=gDz-GDdBle8AAAAA:VA2U6o4EgyWItvn-PqEmBEMCo8_wadr2uthNHon8kjtxZvzSThunSz6kcs7KPjMsmURBQF7yIw
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https://homelesshub.ca/sites/default/files/WithoutAHome-final.pdf

https://homelesshub.ca/sites/default/files/WithoutAHome-final.pdf
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“

“…declining hope may well reflect not only the false promises 
that attend housed life but also entry into a sphere in which many 

feel that they don’t belong and cannot make gains.”

9 https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10560-015-0424-
2&casa_token=4iKJ3mLf2L0AAAAA:Rm0PCZpg4ASC8dLQv5rFK-yQUiFyKvE9InfjwXTjYK0MkLqodFINr8xaq0xr7mEwD4uf_Sbj4lasOAH4

https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10560-015-0424-2&casa_token=4iKJ3mLf2L0AAAAA:Rm0PCZpg4ASC8dLQv5rFK-yQUiFyKvE9InfjwXTjYK0MkLqodFINr8xaq0xr7mEwD4uf_Sbj4lasOAH4
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10560-015-0424-2&casa_token=4iKJ3mLf2L0AAAAA:Rm0PCZpg4ASC8dLQv5rFK-yQUiFyKvE9InfjwXTjYK0MkLqodFINr8xaq0xr7mEwD4uf_Sbj4lasOAH4
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“The primary outcomes of  the review – inclusion and re-
integration – were not measured in any of  the reviewed 

studies.”

“Little evidence exists for the effectiveness of  tailored 
interventions that address the broad needs of  socially excluded 

young people.”
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0140673617319591?casa_token=dnKidIeMjl4AAAAA:A0UNHQ_OtIT3T

tlp8VHYuFEvB3olx4QDAfHQQbdnRhfyrV4kQPRC9ZDBQPEJ8kan8bnZmF9n0g

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0140673617319591?casa_token=dnKidIeMjl4AAAAA:A0UNHQ_OtIT3Ttlp8VHYuFEvB3olx4QDAfHQQbdnRhfyrV4kQPRC9ZDBQPEJ8kan8bnZmF9n0g
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0140673617319591?casa_token=dnKidIeMjl4AAAAA:A0UNHQ_OtIT3Ttlp8VHYuFEvB3olx4QDAfHQQbdnRhfyrV4kQPRC9ZDBQPEJ8kan8bnZmF9n0g
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“Permanent supportive housing had no measurable effect on the 
severity of  psychiatric symptoms, substance use, income, or 

employment outcomes when compared with usual social services.”

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468266720300554

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468266720300554
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“…mixed and mostly low-certainty evidence that interventions to 
prevent housing insecurity were associated with improved health 

outcomes…”

“…payers and policy makers should consider pairing housing 
insecurity interventions with other efforts to improve the structural 

factors associated with improved health.”

JAMA Network Open. 2022;5(11):e2239860 

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/article-abstract/2798095

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/article-abstract/2798095
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“The findings of  this review highlight the critical importance of  
moving beyond a focus on tenancy sustainment alone in research, 

practice and policy; and instead, focusing on building a system that 
supports individuals to thrive following homelessness.” 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10530789.2022.2141868?casa_token=NxwRtNSXyqMAAAAA%3AZd-
FP8422R0CvDrNR_0TiAffjMetriesI8BdZFYtH1ay0npx-21mNKON-HloP70uI-7LoR-tOdad

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10530789.2022.2141868?casa_token=NxwRtNSXyqMAAAAA%3AZd-FP8422R0CvDrNR_0TiAffjMetriesI8BdZFYtH1ay0npx-21mNKON-HloP70uI-7LoR-tOdad
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10530789.2022.2141868?casa_token=NxwRtNSXyqMAAAAA%3AZd-FP8422R0CvDrNR_0TiAffjMetriesI8BdZFYtH1ay0npx-21mNKON-HloP70uI-7LoR-tOdad
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“The field lacks rigorous evaluative evidence of  many of  the 
program models on which communities and governments rely to 

address youth homelessness…”

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0190740920308616

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0190740920308616
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TYOH 1.0: Methods and 
Quantitative Findings
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Transitioning Youth 
Out of  Homelessness
(2019 – 2022)

30

Three Partners 24 Youth 30 Months

Rent Subsidies Mentorship

www.searchingforhome.ca

http://www.searchingforhome.ca/
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Transitioning Youth 
Out of  Homelessness (TYOH 1.0)

30

Inclusion Outcomes

o Community integration (psychological)
o Self-esteem
o Hope
o Social Connectedness
o EET

Complications Surprises Informal MentorsAdvocacy 

primary 

secondary
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Thulien, N.S., Amiri, A., Hwang, S.W., Kozloff, N., Wang, A., Akdikmen, A., ... & Nisenbaum, R. (2022). Effect of Portable Rent Subsidies and Mentorship 
on Socioeconomic Inclusion for Young People Exiting Homelessness: A Community-Based Pilot Randomized Clinical Trial. JAMA Network Open, 5(10).

CIS-Psy: 4-20
RSES: 15-25 = normal
SCS: 20-120

TYOH 1.0: Outcomes at 18 Months

BHS: 4-8 = mild
MES: 30-150
CSI: < 30 = psychiatric disorder unlikely

PHQ: 7-35

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/article-abstract/2797786
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TYOH 1.0: 
Qualitative Findings
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30

71

12 Youth

71 Interviews

30 Months

Monthly Analysis

TYOH 1.0: Qualitative Data 
Generation and Analysis
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https://www.searchingforhome.ca/study

https://www.searchingforhome.ca/study
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Transitioning Youth 
Out of  Homelessness (TYOH 1.0)
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Thulien, N.S., Hwang, S.W., Kozloff, N., Nisenbaum, R., Akdikmen, A., Fambegbe, O., ... & Amiri, A. (2023). “When I think about my future, I just see darkness”: 
How youth exiting homelessness navigate the hazy, liminal space between socioeconomic exclusion and inclusion. Canadian Journal of Public Health, 1-13.

https://link.springer.com/article/10.17269/s41997-023-00804-2


“I went into this circle of  being told to obtain stable housing to 
be able to get the children back to my care, but [social welfare 

program] is not giving me enough to do that … it was a 
constant circle I was going through. 

[…] so now [that she is receiving rent subsidies through the 
study] I can show them that I am doing consistent groceries and 
that I have a bus pass to be able to get to my appointments. I’m 

kinda like showing stability…”
(Alice, baseline interview)2

3

Circling



“Home is not a place – it’s not just a place where you sleep. It’s 
a place where you feel comfortable to be who you want to be. 

It’s not acting for someone else. 

It’s not worrying about who’s listening or what you have to say or 
how you have to dress or how you have to act. It’s just some 

place that you can exist as you.” 
(Colin, 12-month interview)

2
4

Trapped



“I’ve been working a lot. I’ve been getting to know a lot of  my 
coworkers, so it’s been alright…[My job is] unionized so people 
that work there for like 10 to 15 years, they know each other. They 

are all good people; I like working with them. […] It makes me feel 
productive, like I’m actually contributing to society. […] 

I got a lot of  relatives that have been on disability their whole 
lives. Like, it’s not a good way to live your life, right? Like nobody’s 

ever going to be happy like that. Really, it’s an endless cycle.”
(Robin, 30-month interview)25

Breaking 
Free



“I feel like when we don’t understand what we’re doing here 
and who we are it makes it really difficult to navigate because 
you don’t even understand what you’re navigating for in the 
first place – especially when you’re not really pleased with what’s 

going on and then you feel kind of  like you’re out of  control and 
you’re trying to grasp control, but you don’t really believe that 

you have control, and it’s just not a great place to be in when 
you’re actually so much more powerful than you know.” 

(Monique, 30-month interview)
26

Breaking 
Free
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https://www.searchingforhome.ca

https://www.searchingforhome.ca/
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NEXT STEPS: TYOH 2.0
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Transitioning Youth Out of  
Homelessness 2.0 (2022 – 2024)

12

Four Partners 40 Youth 12 Months

Rent Subsidies Co-Designed Leadership Program
+ Coach
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1. The “Mind Hack” 5.  Building A Good 
System

9.  The Role of  Grit

2. Living Core Values 6.  Identity-Based 
Habits

10. Wholehearted 
Living

3. Leading with Your 
Mind 

7. Simple Strategies to 
Get Stuff  Done

11. Leading with 
Courage and Purpose

4. Check-In 8. Check-In 12. Check-In

F i n d i n g  H o m e :  A  L e a d e r s h i p  
G u i d e  f o r  Y o u t h  i n  T r a n s i t i o n
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Naomi.thulien@unityhealth.to
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